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Let J denote the Bessel function of order m. The functionsm
ya r2yb r2y1r2 Ž 1r2 .x J x , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , form an orthogonal system inaqbq2 nq1
2ŽŽ . aqb .L 0, ‘ , x dx when a q b ) y1. In this paper we analyze the range of p, a ,
and b for which the Fourier series with respect to this system converges in the
pŽŽ . a .L 0, ‘ , x dx -norm. Also, we describe the space in which the span of the system
is dense and we show some of its properties. Finally, we study the almost
everywhere convergence of the Fourier series for functions in such spaces. Q
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
Let J be the Bessel function of order m. For a ) y1, the formulam
‘ dx dnm
J x J x s ,Ž . Ž .H aq2 nq1 aq2 mq1 x 2 2n q a q 1Ž .0
n , m s 0, 1, 2, . . .
Ž w Ž . Ž .see 15, Chap. XIII, 13.41 7 , p. 404; and 15, Chap. XIII, 13.42 1 , p.
x.  a4‘ 2ŽŽ . a . w 2Ž a .405 , provides an orthonormal system j in L 0, ‘ , x dx L x ,n ns0
xfrom now on , given by
a ya r2y1r2' 'j x s a q 2n q 1 J x x , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .Ž . Ž .n aq2 nq1
For each suitable function f , let S f be the nth partial sum of its Fouriern
 a4‘series with respect to the system j . Series of this kind are an ns0
particular case of series Ý a J , which are usually called NeumannnG 0 n aqn
w xseries, so that we refer to S f as a Fourier]Neumann series. In 14 , onen
pŽ a .of the authors studied the mean convergence in L x of these Fourier
series. In this context, some operators and spaces were introduced. In this
paper we extend these results and also study the almost everywhere
convergence.
For a ) y1, let us define the integral operator H bya
ya r2
‘x
ar2'H f , x s f t J xt t dt , x ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ha a2 0
Žfor suitable functions f. This is a modified Hankel transform: the non-
.modified Hankel transform is the integral operator with kernel
Ž .Ž .1r2 w xJ xt xt and unweighted Lebesgue measure. See 3, 12, 8 for somea
1modified and non-modified Hankel transforms. In the case a G y , the2
Hankel transform satisfies
5 5 ‘ a 5 5 1 a 1 aH f F C f , f g L x ,Ž .L Ž x . L Ž x .a
with some constant C independent of f. Moreover, H can be defined ina
2 Ž a . ‘Ž . a ‘Ž . a 2L x satisfying H H f gx dx s H H g fx dx, H s Id, and0 a 0 a a
5 5 2 a 5 5 2 aH f s f . From these results and interpolation we obtainL Ž x . L Ž x .a
5 5 q a 5 5 p a p aH f F C f , f g L x ,Ž .L Ž x . L Ž x .a
for 1 F p F 2, where q denotes, here and in the rest of the paper, the
conjugate of p, that is, 1rp q 1rq s 1.
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The Hankel transform of the function ja isn
a Ža , 0.'H j , x s a q 2n q 1 P 1 y 2 x x x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .a n n w0, 1x
Ža , b .Ž . Ž .where P x is the nth Jacobi polynomial of order a , b ; see, forn
w Ž . x Žinstance, 5, Chap. 8.11, 5 , p. 47 a thorough description of Jacobi
w x.polynomials can be found in 4, Chap. X; 13 .
Remark. There is a delicacy with this formula. Actually, H was de-a
fined, as a first step, as a Lebesgue integral for suitably integrable
functions. Then, H is extended to L p spaces where the integral represen-a
wtation is no longer valid for some functions. Now, the integrals from 5,
Ž . xChap. 8.11, 5 , p. 47 are improper Riemann integrals. Hence, the proper
understanding of those integrals should be
ya r2x N
a a r2'lim j t J xt t dtŽ . Ž .H n a2N“‘ 0
Ža , 0.'s a q 2n q 1 P 1 y 2 x x x .Ž . Ž .n w0, 1x
Since ja x is an integrable function, the integral form of H is validn w0, N x a
here and we can conclude that
a Ža , 0.'lim H j x , x s a q 2n q 1 P 1 y 2 x x x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .a n w0, N x n w0, 1x
N“‘
where the limit holds in the almost everywhere sense. Finally, the L p
Ž . Ž .boundedness of the operator H for 4 a q 1 r 2a q 3 - p - 2 and thea
fact that lim ja x s ja in L p yieldsN “‘ n w0, N x n
a Ža , 0.'H j , x s a q 2n q 1 P 1 y 2 x x xŽ . Ž .Ž .a n n w0, 1x
in L p. Similar comments apply to Lemma 3 below.
a w xSince the Hankel transform of j is supported on 0, 1 , not everyn
pŽ a .function f g L x , 1 - p F 2, can be approximated in norm by its
Fourier series S f. As a first approach, any such function should, at least,n
w xhave its Hankel transform supported on 0, 1 . But we also deal with spaces
pŽ a .L x , p ) 2 where H is not defined and so, we need to describe thea
functions that we want to approximate in a different, but, in some sense,
similar way.
The main tool here is M , the multiplier for the Hankel transform. Fora
1 1 1 1 1Ž .Ž .a G y and y - a q 1 y - , M is a bounded operator froma2 4 2 p 4
pŽ a . Ž w x.L x into itself this is known as Herz's theorem, see 7 . Also,
H M f s H f x ,Ž . Ž .a a a w0, 1x
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pŽ a . 2Ž a . 2 pŽ a .for f g L x l L x , M f s M f for f g L x anda a
‘ ‘
a af x M g , x x dx s g x M f , x x dx 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ha a
0 0
pŽ a . qŽ a .for f g L x and g g L x .
1 1 1Ž .ŽDEFINITION 1. For each a and p with a G y and y - a q 12 4 2
1 1 p a. Ž .y - , let us define the L x subspacep 4
E s f g L p x a : M f s f s M L p x a . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .p , a a a
2Ž a .It is clear that, for f g E l L x , the Hankel transform of f isp, a
w xsupported on 0, 1 and so these spaces are suitable for our purposes. The
spaces E have some interesting properties: For s - r, E ; E andp, a s, a r , a
Ž .Xthe inclusion is continuous and dense. Besides, the dual space is E sp, a
E .q, a
ŽLet us also consider, for each a G y1 and each suitable p we go into
. pŽ a .the details later , the L x subspace
‘a p aB s span j x closure in L x . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .p , a n ns0
w x pŽ a .In 14 , one of us showed that S f “ f in the L x -norm for anyn
1f g B , if a G y andp,a 2
4 4 a q 1 4 a q 1Ž . Ž .
max , - p - min 4, ;½ 5 ½ 53 2a q 3 2a q 1
moreover, for this range of p, we showed that B s E . Therefore,p, a p, a
1a ‘ 4j is a basis for the space E . By the way, notice that for a G y ,n ns0 p, a 2
4 a q 1 1 1 1Ž .
- p m y - a q 1 y ,Ž . ž /2a q 3 4 2 p
4 a q 1 1 1 1Ž .
p - m a q 1 y - .Ž . ž /2a q 1 2 p 4
Our purpose in this paper is to improve and extend these convergence
results, and show additional properties of the E spaces. In particular,p, a
we find some conditions on a , b , and p under which the functions jaqbn
Ž .n s 0, 1, 2, . . . are a basis for E . For instance, b can be taken so thatp, a
a q b is half an integer, which makes the functions jaqb better known.n
The almost everywhere convergence of S f is studied, as well.n
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Also, we can interpret the convergence in the following way: changing
 l4‘ 2Ž l.the parameters, we take j , which is orthogonal in L x , and wen ns0
pŽ m.study the convergence in L x . This is a typical solution in the study of
mean convergence of Fourier series. For instance, in the case of Jacobi
 Ža , b .Ž .4‘ w xpolynomials P x , Pollard 10 studied the convergence in then ns0
pŽŽ . Ž .a Ž . b . w xnatural space L y1, 1 , 1 y x 1 q x and, later, Muckenhoupt 9
pŽŽ . Ž .aŽ .b.described the behavior in L y1, 1 , 1 y x 1 q x . Similar situations
Žoccur with other orthogonal systems Laguerre, Hermite, Freud weights,
.Bessel and Dini .
pŽ a .We are interested in the approximation of functions in L x by
 aqb 4‘Fourier series in the system j . So, our first target is to determinen ns0
aqb pŽ a .the range of p, a , and b for which j g L x for all n g N. We don
this in Section 2.
In Section 3 we state some of the main results of this paper: the uniform
boundedness and convergence of the partial sum operator of
Fourier]Neumann series. The proofs are given in Sections 6 and 7. The
mean convergence can only hold for functions in the closure of the linear
combinations of the functions jaqb. In Section 4 this space is shown ton
coincide with E under some conditions on p, a , and b. Some applica-p, a
tions are given in Section 5.
Ž .Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, we use C or C to1
Ž .denote a positive constant independent of n and all other variables ,
which can assume different values in different occurrences. Also, in what
follows, a ; b , for a , b ) 0, means C F a rb F C .n n n n n n 1
2. THE SPACES Bp, a , b
Ž w Ž .We use here the well-known estimates see 4; 15, Chap. III, 3.1 8 , p.
Ž . x.40; 15, Chap. VII, 7.21 1 , p. 199 :
x m
mq2J x s q O x , x “ 0 q , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .m m2 G m q 1Ž .
and
2 mp p
y1J x s cos x y y q O x , x “ ‘. 3Ž . Ž . Ž .(m ž /p x 2 4
a pŽ b.LEMMA 1. Let a ) y1, 1 - p - ‘. Then, j g L x for all n sn
1 1 1 a y bŽ .Ž .0, 1, 2, . . . if and only if b ) y1 and y - b q 1 y q . Fur-4 2 p 2
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thermore, in this case,
¡ yŽ aq1.q2Žbq1.r pn , if p - 4,
1r4a yŽ2 aybq1.r2~p b5 5j ; n log n , if p s 4,Ž .L Ž x .n ¢ yŽ5 r6qa.qŽ6 bq4.rŽ3 p.n , if p ) 4,
1 1 1 a y bŽ .Ž .Proof. Inequalities b ) y1 and y - b q 1 y q follow4 2 p 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž w x.from 2 and 3 . Then, estimates such as 12 below see 1, 2 show that
5 a5 p bj is bounded above by a constant times the right-hand side. TheL Ž x .n
lower bound follows from more precise estimates for the Bessel functions,
w x w xas shown in 1, 2 . For a similar expression, see 11 .
As a consequence, the following definition makes sense.
DEFINITION 2. For each a , b , and p with a ) y1, a q b ) y1,
1 - p - ‘, and
1 1 1 b
y - a q 1 y q ,Ž . ž /4 2 p 2
let us define
‘
aqb p aB s span j x closure in L x .Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .p , a , b n ns0
Note that we assume a ) y1 in the definition of B ; however, wep, a , b
1require a G y for E . Actually, the boundedness of M can bep, a a2
studied also for a ) y1, so that the definition of E can be extended top, a
1the whole range a ) y1. But in the case a - y , the H transform doesa2
1not have as good properties as in the case a G y . As a consequence, the2
1 1spaces E do not behave for a - y like for a G y . Thus, some ofp, a 2 2
the results in this paper are established for a ) y1, but we require
1a G y when E appears.p, a2
The following lemma proves that B ; B , under some conditionsp, a p, a , b
on a , b , and p.
LEMMA 2. Let a ) y1, a q b ) y1, and 1 - p - 4 such that
< <y1 1 1 b
- a q 1 y y .Ž . ž /4 2 p 2
Then,
‘
a aqbj s a j , 4Ž .Ýn n , k k
ksn
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pŽ a .pointwise and in L x , where
b' '2 aq2nq1 aqbq2kq1 G 1yb G aqbqkqnq1Ž . Ž .
a s .n , k G 1 q k y n G 1 y b y k q n G a q k q n q 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
5Ž .
Ž . Ž .Remark. If b g N, then G 1 y b rG 1 y b y k q n should be re-
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .placed by yb yb y 1 yb y 2 ??? 1 y b y k q n in formula 5 .
Ž . wProof. The pointwise convergence and 5 follow from 15, Chap. V,
Ž . x Ž .5.21 1 , p. 139 conditions a ) y1 and a q b ) y1 are required .
w xStrictly speaking, condition b f N should also be assumed, following 15 .
Ž .But this is only a formal requirement to get a in the form of 5 .n, k
For the L p convergence, we need only prove that the series converges:
that the sum is precisely ja then follows from the fact that this holds in then
almost everywhere sense.
If b is an integer, then there are only finitely many a / 0 and then, k
Ž .series in 4 is a finite sum. If b is not an integer, Stirling's formula for the
gamma function gives, for each fixed n,
< < 2 by3r2a ; k , k “ ‘.n , k
y1 1 1 bŽ .Ž .Also, from Lemma 1, p - 4 and - a q 1 y q , we have4 2 p 2
5 aqb 5 p a yŽ aqbq1.q2Žaq1.r pj ; k .L Ž x .k
y1 1 1 bŽ .Ž .These estimates and - a q 1 y y prove that4 2 p 2
‘
aqb
p a< < 5 5a j - ‘.Ý L Ž x .n , k k
ksn
3. UNIFORM BOUNDEDNESS AND CONVERGENCE OF
FOURIER]NEUMANN SERIES
Let us consider the partial sums of the Fourier series with respect to the
 aqb 4‘system j :n ns0
n ‘
aqb aqb aqbS f , x s c f j x , c f s f t j t t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hn k k k k
0ks0
We are interested in the study of the uniform boundedness of the partial
sum operators
S : L p x a “ L p x a .Ž . Ž .n
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Our result is
THEOREM 1. Let a ) y1, a q b ) y1, and 1 - p - ‘. There exists a
constant C ) 0 such that
5 5 p a 5 5 p a p aS f F C f , f g L x , n g N,Ž .L Ž x . L Ž x .n
4if and only if - p - 4 and3
a q b q 1 1 1 b
y - a q 1 y q ,Ž . ž /2 2 p 2
6Ž .
1 1 1 b 1
y - a q 1 y q - .Ž . ž /4 2 p 2 4
Proof. See Section 6.
4COROLLARY 2. Let a ) y1, a q b ) y1, - p - 4, and3
a q b q 1 1 1 b
y - a q 1 y q ,Ž . ž /2 2 p 2
1 1 1 b 1
y - a q 1 y q - .Ž . ž /4 2 p 2 4
pŽ a .Then, S f “ f in L x for all f g B .n p, a , b
pŽ a .Proof. B is the closure in L x of the orthogonal system, so thisp, a , b
is just a standard consequence of Theorem 1.
Regarding the almost everywhere convergence of Fourier]Neumann
series, we have
4THEOREM 3. Let a ) y1, a q b ) y1, - p - 4, and3
a q b q 1 1 1 b
y - a q 1 y q ,Ž . ž /2 2 p 2
1 1 1 b 1
y - a q 1 y q - .Ž . ž /4 2 p 2 4
Then, S f “ f almost e¤erywhere for any f g B .n p, a , b
Proof. See Section 7.
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4. THE HANKEL TRANSFORM OF ORDER a FOR jaqbn
AND THE SPACES B AND Ep, a , b p, a
Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 are more interesting if we can describe the
space B . In this section, we find some conditions under which Bp, a , b p, a , b
and E coincide.p, a
As we pointed out, the Hankel transform of order a for ja can ben
Ž .written in terms of the nth Jacobi polynomial of order a , 0 . It is not
Ž aqb .difficult to obtain H j from known results about integrals of productsa n
of Bessel functions that can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric F2 1
Ž aqb .functions. But the relation between H j and the Jacobi polynomialsa n
Ž .of order a , b is not easily found in the literature. For instance, it does
w xnot appear in the standard references 4, 15, 5 . For the sake of complete-
Ž aqb . Ža , b .ness, in this section we obtain H j explicitly in terms of P .a n n
LEMMA 3. For a , b ) y1 with a q b ) y1,
'a q b q 2n q 1 G n q 1Ž . baqb ybH j , x s 2 1 y xŽ .Ž .a n G b q n q 1Ž .
= P Ža , b . 1 y 2 x x x .Ž . Ž .n w0, 1x
Ž Ž aqb .. w xIn particular, supp H j : 0, 1 .a n
Proof. We use the formula
‘
ylt J at J bt dtŽ . Ž .H m n
0
m q n y l q 1
n lyny1b a G ž /2s
l q m y n q 1
l2 G n q 1 GŽ . ž /2
m q n y l q 1 n y l y m q 1 b2
= F , ; n q 1; , 7Ž .2 1 2ž /2 2 a
valid when 0 - b - a, m q n y l ) y1, and l ) y1; here, F denotes2 1
Ž w Ž .the hypergeometric function see 5, Chap. 8.11, 9 , p. 48; 15, Chap. XIII,
Ž . x.13.4 2 , p. 401 .
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2 Ž .Taking a s 1 and x s b in 7 , and making the corresponding changes
Ž .of variable and parameters n s a , m s a q b q 2n q 1, l s b we get
'2n q a q b q 1 G a q n q 1Ž .
aqbH j , x sŽ .a n b2 G b q n q 1 G a q 1Ž . Ž .
= F a q n q 1, yn y b ; a q 1; x ,Ž .2 1
which is valid for a ) y1 and b ) y1 in the interval 0 - x - 1. Now, we
have
F a q n q 1, yn y b ; a q 1; xŽ .2 1
bs 1 y x F yn , a q b q n q 1; a q 1; x ,Ž . Ž .2 1
where a , b ) y1, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , and
G n q a q 1 1 y xŽ .
Ža , b .P x s F yn , a q b q n q 1; a q 1; ,Ž .n 2 1 ž /G a q 1 G n q 1 2Ž . Ž .
a , b ) y1.
Therefore,
'a q b q 2n q 1 G n q 1Ž . baqb Ža , b .H j , x s 1 y x P 1 y 2 x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .a n nb2 G b q n q 1Ž .
x g 0, 1 .Ž .
Ž aqb . 2Now, let us calculate H j , x for x ) 1. To do that, let us take x s a ,a n
1Ž . Žb s 1, n s a q b q 2n q 1, m s a , and l s b in 7 . In this way, l q2
1. Ž Ž ..m y n q 1 s 0, y1, y2, . . . , so the coefficient 1rG l q m y n q 12
aqbŽ .vanishes and we get H j , x s 0.a n
1 1 4THEOREM 4. Let a G y , b ) y , - p, with2 2 3
1 1 1 1
y - a q 1 y - .Ž . ž /4 2 p 4
If p - 2, assume further
< <1 1 1 b
y - a q 1 y y .Ž . ž /4 2 p 2
Then B s E .p, a , b p, a
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Proof. Case p s 2. The spaces B and E are well defined. Also2, a , b 2, a
Ž aqb . aqbM j s j . In other words, B ; E . If they were not equal,a n n 2, a , b 2, a
Ž .Xby the Hahn]Banach theorem there should exist some T g E , T / 0,2, a
Ž aqb . Ž .Xsuch that T j s 0 ;n. But E s E , so there exists w g E ,n 2, a 2, a 2, a
w / 0, such that H‘w jaqb x a dx s 0 for every n. Then0 n
‘ ‘
aqb a aqb a0 s w j x dx s H w H j x dxŽ . Ž .H Hn a a n
0 0
1 bŽa , b . as k H w P 1 y 2 x 1 y x x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Hn a n
0
Ža , b .Ž .for every nonnegative integer n. Now, the Jacobi polynomials P xn
Ž .a Žare a complete orthogonal system with respect to the measure 1 y x 1
. b Ž .q x dx on y1, 1 . A change of variable proves that the polynomials
Ža ,b .Ž .P 1 y 2 x are a complete orthogonal system with respect to then
Ž . b a Ž . Ž .measure 1 y x x dx on 0, 1 . Thus, H w s 0 on 0, 1 . Since w g E ,a 2, a
Ž .we also have H w s 0 on 1, ‘ . Therefore, H w s 0 and we arrive at thea a
contradiction w s 0.
Case p ) 2. Note that a , b , and p meet the requirements of Defini-
tion 2. Also, by the preceding case, we have jaqb g E ; E . Thus,n 2, a p, a
B ; E .p, a , b p, a
2Ž a .Now, let f g E . Given « ) 0, there exists a function g g L x lp, a
pŽ a . 5 5 p a 2Ž a .L x such that f y g - « . let h s M g ; then h g L x lL Ž x . a
pŽ a .L x and M h s h, so that h g E l E s B l E . Since Ma 2, a p, a 2, a , b p, a a
5 5 p a 5 5 p ais continuous, f y h s M f y M g - C« . As h g B ,L Ž x . L Ž x .a a 2, a , b
X  aqb 4‘ 5 X 5 2 athere exists h g span j such that h y h - « . The inclu-L Ž x .n ns0
5 X 5 p asion E ; E gives h y h - C « , so that, by the triangleL Ž x .2, a p, a 1
5 X 5 p ainequality, f y h - C « . This gives the inclusion E ; B .L Ž x . 2 p, a p, a , b
aqb 2Ž a . Ž aqb .Case p - 2. By Lemmas 1 and 3, j g L x and H j isn a n
w x aqb aqb aqb pŽ a .supported on 0, 1 , so that M j s j . Since j g L x bya n n n
Lemma 1, it follows that jaqb g E . Therefore, B ; E .n p, a p, a , b p, a
Ž .XThe equality follows if we prove that the only operator T g E suchp, a
Ž .that T f s 0 for all f g B is T s 0. For such an operator, we havep, a , b
Ž a . aT j s 0 for every n G 0, since j g B by Lemma 2. On the othern n p, a , b
Ž .Xhand, by the duality E s E , where 1rp q 1rq s 1, there existsp, a q, a
some w g E such thatq, a
‘





a aw j x dx s 0, n G 0. 8Ž .H n
0
Under the present conditions on p and a , the preceding case gives
Ž .B s E , so that w g B . This, together with 8 and Corollary 2,q, a , 0 q, a q, a , 0
gives w s 0.
5. APPLICATIONS
Some properties of the spaces E can be obtained from Theorem 4.p, a
Two examples are given here, after this preliminary result.
1 4COROLLARY 5. Let a G y , b s 0, and - p - 4 ¤erifying2 3
1 1 1 1
y - a q 1 y - .Ž . ž /4 2 p 4
pŽ a . pŽ a .Then, S f “ M f in L x and almost e¤erywhere for all f g L x .n a
pŽ a .Proof. Let f g L x , and so M f g E . Then, by Theorems 4 anda p, a
Ž . pŽ a .3, S M f “ M f in L x and almost everywhere. So, we only need ton a a
Ž . Ž . Ž .show that S M f s S f , and this is clear because, by 1 ,n a n
‘ ‘ ‘
aqb a aqb a aqb aM f j x dx s f M j x dx s fj x dx.Ž . Ž .H H Ha n a n n
0 0 0
1 1 4COROLLARY 6. Let a G y , y - b - 1, - p - 4 with a q b G2 2 3
1y ,2
1 1 1 1
y - a q b q 1 y - ,Ž . ž /4 2 p 4
1 1 b a q 1 1 1
max y , y y , y y b - a q 1 yŽ .½ 5 ž /4 4 2 2 2 p
1 1 b
- min , y .½ 54 4 2
1 1 b 1 1Ž .Ž .If p - 2, assume further b - and y q - a q 1 y .2 4 2 2 p
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pŽ aqb .Then, E l L x ; E .p, a p, aqb
pŽ aqb .Proof. Let f g E l L x . By Theorems 4 and 3, S f “ f al-p, a n
pŽ aqb . Žmost everywhere. Since f g L x , Corollary 5 with a q b instead of
.a gives S f “ M f almost everywhere. Then, f s M f almost ev-n aqb aqb
erywhere, that is, f g E .p, aqb
1 1 1 4Ž .COROLLARY 7. Let a G y , b g y , , - p - 4 with a q b G2 2 2 3
1y ,2
1 1 b a q 1 1 1
max y , y y , y y b - a q 1 yŽ .½ 5 ž /4 4 2 2 2 p
1 1 b
- min , y ,½ 54 4 2
1 1 b a q 1 b 1 1
max y , y q , y q - a q b q 1 yŽ .½ 5 ž /4 4 2 2 2 2 p
1 1 b
- min , q .½ 54 4 2
1 b 1 1 1 bŽ .Ž . ŽIf p - 2, assume further y q - a q 1 y and y y - a q4 2 2 p 4 2
1 1.Ž .b q 1 y .2 p
pŽ aqb . pŽ a .Then, E l L x s E l L x .p, a p, aqb
Proof. The inclusion ``: '' is clear by Corollary 6. The inclusion ``= ''
follows also by Corollary 6 with a q b instead of a , and b instead of yb.
Theorem 4 gives different bases for E for different values of b. Itp, a
seems interesting to obtain the expressions for the change of basis between
 a4‘  aqb 4‘j and j in E .n ns0 n ns0 p, a
1 1 4COROLLARY 8. Let a G y , y - b - 1, - p - 4 with2 2 3
1 1 b a q 1 1 1
max y , y y , y y b - a q 1 yŽ .½ 5 ž /4 4 2 2 2 p
1 1 b
- min , y .½ 54 4 2
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1 b 1 1 a ‘Ž .Ž .  4If p - 2, assume further y q - a q 1 y . Then, both jn ns04 2 2 p
 aqb 4‘and j are bases of the space E and the change of basis is gi¤en byn ns0 p, a
‘ ‘
a aqb aqb aj s a j , j s b j ,Ý Ýn n , k k n n , k k
ksn ksn
where
b' '2 aq2nq1 aqbq2kq1 G 1yb G aqbqkqnq1Ž . Ž .
a s ,n , k G 1 q k y n G 1 y b y k q n G a q k q n q 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
yb ''2 a q b q 2n q 1 a q 2k q 1 G 1 q b G a q k q n q 1Ž . Ž .
b s .n , k G 1 q k y n G 1 q b y k q n G a q b q k q n q 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
9Ž .
Proof. By Theorem 4, B s E , so that ja g E . Also, by Theo-p, a , 0 p, a n p, a
a a pŽ a .rem 4, E s B . Then, Corollary 2 gives S j “ j in L x asp, a p, a , b N n n
N “ ‘, that is,
‘
a aqbj s a j ,Ýn n , k k
ks0
pŽ a .in L x , where
‘
a aqb aqba s j j x dx.Hn , k n k
0
In a similar way, jaqb g B s B and jaqb s Ý‘ b ja inn p, a , b p, a , 0 n ks0 n, k k
pŽ a .L x , where
‘
aqb a ab s j j x dx.Hn , k n n
0
w Ž . xFinally, 15, Chap. XIII, 13.41 2 , p. 403 gives a s b s 0 for k - nn, k n, k
Ž .and 9 for k G n.
Similar expressions for the change of basis between different bases
 aqb 4‘  aqb X4‘j and j in E can be obtained. Details are left to then ns0 n ns0 p, a
reader.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
6.1. Necessary conditions
Ž .Let us begin by showing that conditions 6 are necessary for the
uniform boundedness in Theorem 1. Assume S is uniformly bounded.n
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Then the operators given by
‘
aqb aqb aqbT f , x s S f , x y S f , x s j x f t j t t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn n ny1 n n
0
are uniformly bounded as well, i.e.,
‘
aqb aqb aqb
p a p a p a5 5 5 5 5 5T f s f t j t t dt j F C f ,Ž . Ž .L Ž x . H L Ž x . L Ž x .n n n
0
with a constant C independent of n and f. By duality, this means
5 b aqb 5 q a 5 aqb 5 p at j j F C ,L Ž t . L Ž x .n n
Ž .where 1rp q 1rq s 1. Taking n fixed it suffices n s 0 and applying the
Ž . Ž .first part of Lemma 1 gives 6 . Now, provided 6 holds, the norm
estimates of Lemma 1 give
¡ yŽ aqbq1.q2Žaq1.r pn , if p - 4,
1r4aqb yŽaq2 bq1.r2~p a5 5j ; n log n , if p s 4,Ž .L Ž x .n ¢ yŽ5 r6qaqb .qŽ6 aq4.rŽ3 p.n , if p ) 4,
and
4yŽ aybq1.q2Žaq1.r q¡n , if q - 4 i.e., p ) ,Ž .3
1r4 4b aqb yŽay2 bq1.r2~q a5 5x j ; n log n , if q s 4 i.e., p s ,Ž . Ž .L Ž x .n 3
4yŽ5 r6qayb .qŽ6 aq4.rŽ3 q.¢n , if q ) 4 i.e., p - .Ž .3
4This implies - p - 4.3
6.2. Sufficient conditions
4 Ž .Let us now assume - p - 4 and 6 , and prove the uniform bounded-3
ness of the partial sum operators S . They can be written asn
‘




aqb aqbK x , t s j x j t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn k k
ks0
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Ž .The next lemma gives a suitable decomposition of the kernel K x, tn
w xassociated to S . For a similar formula, with a different proof, see 14 .n
LEMMA 4. Let n g N and l ) y1. Then
n
2 l q 2k q 1 J x J tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý lq2 kq1 lq2 kq1
ks0
xt
s xJ x J t y tJ x J tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .lq1 l l lq12 2x y t
X XqxJ x J t y tJ x J t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lq2 nq2 lq2 nq2 lq2 nq2 lq2 nq2
2nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž wProof. Using the equality J z q J z s J z see 15, Chap.ny1 nq1 nz
x.III, 3.2, p. 45 to express J and J in terms of J and J yields themy1 mq2 m mq1
formula
xt
xJ x J t y tJ x J tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m my1 my1 m2 2x y t
yxJ x J t q tJ x J tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .mq2 mq1 mq1 mq2
s 2m J x J t .Ž . Ž .m m
This now gives
n
2 l q 2k q 1 J x J tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý lq2 kq1 lq2 kq1
ks0
xt
s xJ x J t y tJ x J tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .lq1 l l lq12 2x y t
yxJ x J t q tJ x J t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lq2 nq3 lq2 nq2 lq2 nq2 lq2 nq3
Ž . Ž . XŽ . Ž wFinally, use the formula zJ z s n J z y zJ z see 15, Chap. III, 3.2,nq1 n n
x.p. 45 to take out J .lq2 nq3
From the definition, we have
S f , x s xya r2yb r2y1r2Ž .n
n‘ ' '= a q b q 2k q 1 J x J tŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝH aqbq2 kq1 aqbq2 kq1ž /0 ks0
= t ar2qb r2y1r2 f t dtŽ .
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so that Lemma 4 with l s a q b leads to
S f s W f y W f q W f y W f ,n 1 2 3, n 4, n
where
1 ya r2yb r2q1r2 1r2 a r2qb r2 1r2W f , x s x J x H t J t f t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 aqbq1 aqb2
1 ya r2yb r2 1r2 a r2qb r2q1r2 1r2W f , x s x J x H t J t f t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 aqb aqbq12
1 Xya r2yb r2q1r2 1r2 a r2qb r2 1r2W f , x s x J x H t J t f t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3, n n n2
1 Xya r2yb r2 1r2 a r2qb r2q1r2 1r2W f , x s x J x H t J t f t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .4, n n n2
and n s l q 2n q 2 s a q b q 2n q 2. Here, H denotes the Hilbert
Ž .transform on 0, ‘ , which is defined by
‘ g tŽ .
H g , x s dtŽ . H x y t0
Ž .the integral must be considered as a principal value .
Thus, we can conclude that the partial sum operators S are uniformlyn
bounded if we can prove that the operators W , W are bounded and the1 2
operators W , W are uniformly bounded for n G 0. We use good3, n 4, n
estimates for the Bessel functions and the A theory of weights to provep
the boundedness of the Hilbert transform.
Let us start with the bounds for the Bessel functions and their deriva-
tives.
Ž . Ž .From the estimates 2 and 3 it follows that, for m ) y1,
m xJ x F C x , x g 0, 1 , 10Ž . Ž .Žm m
y1r2 wJ x F C x , x g 1, ‘ , 11Ž . Ž ..m m
with a C constant depending on m.m
ŽMoreover, we need bounds for the Bessel functions J andaqbq2 nq2
.their derivatives with constants independent of n. So, we make use of the
bounds
y1r4y1r4 1r3< <J x F Cx x y n q n , x g 0, ‘ , 12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n
1r4X y3r4 1r3< <J x F Cx x y n q n , x g 0, ‘ , 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n
w xwith some constant C independent of n . They follow from those of 1, 2 ,
w xfor instance, and were already used in 14 .
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6.3. Some results on Hilbert transforms and A theoryp
To analyze the boundedness of the Hilbert transform, some notation
and previous results are necessary. As usual, for 1 - p - ‘ we write
Ž .q s pr p y 1 , i.e., 1rp q 1rq s 1. A weight is a nonnegative Lebesgue-
Ž . Ž . w xmeasurable function on 0, ‘ . The class A 0, ‘ A , for short consistsp p
Ž .of those weights w such that, for every subinterval I : 0, ‘ ,
prq1 1
yq r pw w F C ,H Hž / ž /< < < <I II I
< <where C is a positive constant independent of I, and I denotes the length
of I. The A constant of w is the least constant C verifying this inequalityp
Ž . w xand is denoted by A w . We refer the reader to 6 for further details onp
A classes.p
Fix 1 - p - ‘; then the Hilbert transform H is a bounded linear
pŽ . pŽ .operator on L w , for any weight w g A . The norm of H: L w “p
pŽ .L w and the A constant of w depend only on each other, in the sensep
that given some constant C which verifies the A condition for w, anotherp
5 5constant C depending only on C can be chosen so that H F C , and1 1
 4vice versa. Therefore, for a sequence w uniformly in A , i.e., withn ng N p
some constant C verifying the A condition for every w , the Hilbertp n
pŽ .transform is uniformly bounded on L w , n g N.n
Let us see some auxiliary results related with A weights:p
Ž .LEMMA 5. Let u, ¤ , w be weights on 0, ‘ and g be a positi¤e constant.
Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .a w x g A if and only if w g x g A ; both weights ha¤e the samep p
A constant.p
Ž .b w g A if and only if g w g A ; both weights ha¤e also the samep p
A constant.p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c If u, ¤ g A , then u q ¤ g A and A u q ¤ F A u q A ¤ .p p p p p
Ž . Ž .d If u, ¤ g A and 1rw s 1ru q 1r¤ , then w g A and A w Fp p p
w Ž . Ž .xC A u q A ¤ .p p
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Parts a and b are trivial. Part c follows easily from the
inequality
prq prq prq1 1 1yqrp yqr p yqr pu q ¤ F min u , ¤ .Ž .H H H½ 5ž / ž / ž /< < < < < <I I II I I
Ž . Ž . yq r pPart d is a consequence of c and the fact that u g A m u g A ,p q
yq r p qr pŽ . w Ž .xwith A u s A u .q p
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The proof of the next lemma is not difficult, but cumbersome, so we
Ž . r < 1r2 < 2 romit it. For the weight in c , observe that x x y 1 ; x near 0,
r < 1r2 < s < < s r < 1r2 < s rqsr2x x y 1 ; x y 1 near 1 and x x y 1 ; x near ‘, whence
the three conditions follow.
LEMMA 6. Let r, s g R. We ha¤e
Ž . ra x g A m y1 - r - p y 1.p
Ž . Ž . r Ž . Ž . s Ž .b Set F x s x if x g 0, 1 and F x s x if x g 1, ‘ . Then,
F g A if and only if y1 - r - p y 1 and y1 - s - p y 1.p
Ž . r < 1r2 < sc x x y 1 g A m y1 - r - p y 1, y1 - s - p y 1, andp
y1 - r q sr2 - p y 1.
To simplify the notation, in the rest of this section we write l s a q b
and n s a q b q 2n q 2.
6.4. Boundedness of the operators W and W1 2
From the definition, it follows that
5 5 p a 5 5 p aW f F C f ,L Ž x . L Ž x .1
if and only if
5 5 p ayl p r2qp r2 1r2 p 5 5 p ayl p r2 1r2 ypHg F C g .L Ž x < J Ž x . < . L Ž x < J Ž x . < .lq1 l
Proving that there is a weight F g A withp
p yp
ayl pr2qpr2 1r2 ayl pr2 1r2Cx J x F F x F C x J x 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lq1 1 l
Ž . Ž .are enough. According to the bounds 10 and 11 , we have
aqpCx , if x g 0, 1 ,Ž .p
ayl pr2qpr2 1r2x J x FŽ .lq1 ayl pr2qpr4½ Cx , if x g 1, ‘ ,Ž .
ayl pyp Cx , if x g 0, 1 ,Ž .
ayl pr2 1r2x J x GŽ .l ayl pr2qpr4½ Cx , if x g 1, ‘ .Ž .
Let us try
x r , if x g 0, 1 ,Ž .
F x sŽ . ayl pr2qpr4½ x , if x g 1, ‘ .Ž .
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Ž . Ž .By b in Lemma 6, conditions 14 and F g A hold ifp
a y l p F r F a q p ,
y1 - r - p y 1, 15Ž .
y1 - a y l pr2 q pr4 - p y 1.
The third line is equivalent to
y1 1 1 b 3
- a q 1 y q - ,Ž . ž /4 2 p 2 4
Ž . Ž .which follows from 6 . For the inequalities in 15 involving r, it suffices to
show that
 4  4max y1, a y l p - min p y 1, a q p .
Ž .This follows from a ) y1, a q b ) y1, 1 - p - ‘, and 6 , as well. The
case of W is entirely similar.2
6.5. Uniform boundedness of the operators W3, n
Here,
5 5 p a 5 5 p aW f F C f ,L Ž x . L Ž x .3, n
if and only if
5 5 p ayl p r2qp r2 X 1r2 p 5 5 p ayl p r2 1r2 ypHg F C g .L Ž x < J Ž x . < . L Ž x < J Ž x . < .n n
Ž . Ž .From the bounds 13 and 12 ,
p pr4Xayl pr2qpr2 1r2 ayl pr2qpr8 1r2 1r3< <w xx J x F Cx x y n q n ,Ž .n
yp pr4ayl pr2 1r2 ayl pr2qpr8 1r2 1r3< <w xx J x G Cx x y n q n .Ž .n
ŽIt suffices to prove that w g A uniformly in n recall that n s a q b qn p
.2n q 2 , with
pr4ayl pr2qpr8 1r2 1r3< <w xw x s x x y n q n .Ž .n
From Lemma 5, we have
w x g A unif. m w n 2 x g A unif.Ž . Ž .n p n p
pr4ayl pr2qpr8 1r2 y2r3< <w xm x x y 1 q n g A unif.p
ayl pr2qpr8 < 1r2 < pr4m x x y 1
qnyp r6 x ayl pr2qpr8 g A unif.,p
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where the last equivalence follows from
pr4 pr41r2 y2r3 1r2 ypr6< < < <w xx y 1 q n ; x y 1 q n .
Now, Lemmas 5 and 6 prove that those weights belong to A uniformly.p
6.6. Uniform boundedness of the operators W4, n
Finally,
5 5 p a 5 5 p aW f F C f ,L Ž x . L Ž x .4, n
if and only if
5 5 p ayl p r2 1r2 p 5 5 p ayl p r2yp r2 X 1r2 ypHg F C g .L Ž x < J Ž x . < . L Ž x < J Ž x . < .n n
Also,
p ypr4ayl pr2 1r2 ayl pr2ypr8 1r2 1r3< <w xx J x F Cx x y n q n ,Ž .n
yp ypr4Xayl pr2ypr2 1r2 ayl pr2ypr8 1r2 1r3< <w xx J x G Cx x y n q n ,Ž .n
so let us put
ypr4ayl pr2ypr8 1r2 1r3< <w xc x s x x y n q n ,Ž .n
and show that c g A uniformly in n. Indeed,n p
c x g A unif. m c n 2 x g A unif.Ž . Ž .n p n p
ypr4ayl pr2ypr8 1r2 y2r3< <w xm x x y 1 q n g A unif.,p
and
y1ypr4ayl pr2ypr8 1r2 y2r3< <w xx x y 1 q nž /
pr4yaql pr2qpr8 1r2 ypr6< <; x x y 1 q n
y1 y1ypr4ayl pr2ypr8 1r2 pr6 ayl pr2ypr8< < w xs x x y 1 q n x ,
so that Lemmas 5 and 6 lead to the desired conclusion. The proof of
Theorem 1 is now complete.
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7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Ž . Ž .We only need to prove that S f , x converges to some g x almostn
everywhere. This, together with Corollary 2, gives g s f almost every-
n Ž . aqbwhere. Now, recall that S f s Ý c f j , wheren ks0 k k
‘
aqb aqbc f s f t j t t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hk k
0
b aqb qŽ a . 5 b aqb 5 q aIt follows from Lemma 1 that x j g L x ; moreover, x j L Ž x .n n
d Ž .F Cn for some constant d s d p, a , b . Thus,
b aqb d
p a q a p a5 5 5 5 5 5c f F f x j F C f n .Ž . L Ž x . L Ž x . L Ž x .n n
w Ž . xNow, according to 15, Chap. III, 3.31 1 , p. 49 we have
2yn xn 1
J x F , n ) y .Ž .n G n q 1 2Ž .
Therefore,
ayb yŽaqbq1.r2''j x s a q b q 2n q 1 J x xŽ . Ž .n aqbq2 nq1
yŽ aqbq2 nq1. n'a q b q 2n q 1 2 x
F ,




p a5 5c f j x F C fŽ . Ž . L Ž x .n n G a q b q 2n q 2Ž .
‘ Ž . aqb Ž .and the series Ý c f j x converges.ns0 n n
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